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Placements 

When creating a permanent placement and the consultant who placed the candidate (which could 

be different to the consultant entering the placement) is changed, the commission structure (if it has 

not already been changed) will be altered so that the consultant selected is allocated 100%. 

Previously, the commission structure would default to the consultant entering the placement. 

The consultant who placed the candidate is now displayed within the list of placements against the 

job, see fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 The consultant who placed the candidate is now displayed 

It is now possible to format placement notes, allowing bold, italics and colours etc. to be used. The 

formatting is allowed both when creating the placement and subsequent editing. 

Note Templates 

It is now possible to format note templates using bold, italics and colours. However, if a formatted 

note is prepended or appended to an existing note, the formatting will be omitted. 

 

Fig. 2 Note template formatting 
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Other 

A new system key has been added which enables the user to choose which web application (Google 

or Bing) to use when generating a map URL during the merge of an email template. The new setting 

can be found at the foot of the email template configuration window. By default, Google maps is 

used. 

The placements within a job now show who successfully placed the candidate. This can be different 

to the consultant who actually entered the placement within Troy. 

A problem has been solved where it was not possible to create an interview location, if logging an 

interview at a company where there was no job. 

The job URL auto-population rules have been enhanced to allow for user field codes to be used. To 

use a user field code within the Job URL, simply enter the user field group code delimited by square 

brackets within the rule. For example, www.troysoft.com/jobs[ST] will replace the [ST] with the 

corresponding user field code for the job when it is published. 

A new email setting has been introduced which will close the email results window immediately if no 

errors were encountered whilst sending the email(s). The setting can be found within the personal 

settings. 

 

Fig.3 Personal settings 
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